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AUDIOPHILE JOURNEY is a 12-step (chapter) program (book) for people who struggle with
audiophile addiction. Each chapter addresses the very real issues we deal with on a daily basis
as well as simple techniques you can learn that will help you cope with your addiction. Your
addiction is my addiction. As the author of the highly successful AUDIOPHILE HANDBOOK,
Your Perfect High-End system, Second Edition, I have experienced psychological, physical and
economic trauma in the seemingly endless search for audiophile perfection. Yet here we are, still
searching, still fighting the urge to buy another set of speakers and another set of headphones
that I definitely don’t need yet still want to have.CHAPTER I: I ADMIT I AM POWERLESS…I’M
AN AUDIOPHILECHAPTER II: FIRST STEPS IN THE PATH TO FIND SANITYCHAPTER III:
THE BELIEF IN A HIGHER POWERCHAPTER IV: HONEST AND FEARLESS
ACCOUNTCHAPTER V: EVERYTHING WRONG WITH HIGH END AUDIOCHAPTER VI:
REMOVING DEFECTSCHAPTER VII: ASKING FOR FORGIVENESSCHAPTER VIII:
IGNORING BAD ADVICECHAPTER IX: DOING THINGS RIGHTCHAPTER X: A WEALTH OF
EXPERIENCECHAPTER XI: PEACE OF MINDCHAPTER XII: SPREAD THE MESSAGE TO
AUDIOPHILES
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AM POWERLESS…I’M AN AUDIOPHILEThe first step to healing, it is said, is to accept that we
have a problem. Learning to accept defeat, that you no longer have control, is essential. Once
we have embraced the truth, and are willing to make an honest change, we can search for help
and ultimately build a new and better life. But whom are we kidding? We don’t want to build a
new life void of our favorite audio gear; we want to find absolution for the fact that we’ve spent
countless dollars and the better part of our lives buying, selling, listening to and longing for
extraordinary sounding audio devices. True, we have an illness affecting the mind, but at least it
isn’t contagious…or is it? And even though we are aware that we carry this disorder we seek not
a cure but vindication. Once and for all take away this feeling of guilt; we haven’t committed any
major offense and are guilty of no crime. Yet despite the fact that we haven’t engaged in any
illegal or immoral behavior, why is it that we know something is wrong? Yes, there is something
terribly wrong about buying more and increasingly expensive audio equipment but it’s not
necessarily a bad thing.A new neurosis has been discovered: audiophilia, or the excessive
passion for Hi-Fi sound and equipment. The discoverer: Dr. Henry Angus Bowes, clinical director
in psychiatry at Ste. Anne’s Hospital for veterans at Ste. Anne de Bellevue, Quebec, Canada.
This is the beginning of a Time Magazine article published in 1957. But what is a neurosis? A
neurosis is a relatively mild mental illness that is not caused by organic disease, involving
symptoms of stress (obsessive behavior) but not a radical loss of touch with reality. I particularly
like the last part of that sentence. It is also defined as an excessive and irrational anxiety or
obsession. In the 1980 the American Psychiatric Association removed the term neurosis from its
diagnostic manual. Today, neurosis is not a stand-alone mental condition. Instead, doctors most
often place these symptoms in the same category as anxiety disorder. The difference between
normal and neurotic conduct is the intensity. In layman’s terms, if you can control yourself most
of the time you are normal, but if your impulses always control you, then you are exhibiting
neurotic conduct. Certainly most of us believe we have our impulses under control even if we
have a dozen pair of speakers around the house.Is it a gift, a disease or a curse? It depends on
how you want to look at it. Having the sensibility to appreciate even the smallest nuance in
sound, or any other of our five senses for that matter, would normally be a good thing. Then how
is it that searching for the ultimate high-end sound system can seem unimportant and even
pointless at times? Possibly because we are searching for the feeling, we crave an emotional



state that is the result of audio perfection. The byproduct of this search will have little to no
positive impact on the rest of the world. The audiophile journey is a solitary endeavor where
sharing in the classical sense is strictly impossible; we can’t make others hear through our ears,
much less feel our emotions. Then again, if we are incessantly searching for it then none of us
has ever really reached it. Without a universal reference, something to guide our search, it
becomes impossible to know for sure when we’ve “made it” and stop searching.What is the
audiophile really searching for? In a word: perfection. The perfection of sound reproduction is the
ultimate goal of the audiophile. But then what constitutes audio perfection? A perfect sound
reproduction system is one that is completely void of flaws or defects or artifacts. At the same
time it must be free of coloration or personal expression; it must be able to recreate an exact
replica of the original source recording. To be able to attain the magical feeling of perfection is a
rare thing. Even though we are able to measure many different parameters, for audio purposes,
we never fully trust them as the ultimate deciding factor for perfection. This is in fact quite
strange, since we do trust measurements for calibrating Televisions, electronic microscopes and
telescopes, just to name a few highly complex electronic devices. When any of the above
mentioned devices exhibit better measurements, they perform better; it is a 1:1 performance
relationship. However this isn’t necessarily the case for audio equipment. Could it be that sound
has too many variables to entrust only a few measurements to be an accurate representation of
performance? Or could it be that perfection, much like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder? Ear
of the listener in this case, and yes, it would appear that the latter is in fact a more reasonable
explanation. However it is important to note that all audio measurements are performed with
static signals, though we listen and compare the performance of different audio devices on their
dynamic performance. In effect, measurements tell us only a small part of the picture.Is there an
easy way to identify if being an audiophile is a serious problem or not? This is not such an easy
question to answer. Too much of anything can be indicative that something is wrong, still this
doesn’t automatically constitute a problem. It all has to do with how you balance your wallet. If
you have thousands of dollars “invested” in your Hi-Fi system and as a result are missing basic
necessities from your household, then you definitely have a problem. If, on the other hand, you
haven’t postponed first needs to satisfy your high-end thirst, then you have it well under control.
Ask yourself who is in control: you or your anxiety disorder? As it turns out, having audiophilia
can be compared to how you eat ice cream or a bag of chips. Can you eat only a few chips and
put the bag away, or must you eat the entire bag before you put it down? As you see, moderation
is the name of the game. As long as you can keep it mostly under control, living as an audiophile
won’t be a limiting factor in your life. On the contrary, it will make you a distinct character that will
be positively received in most circles.My journey began roughly at 8 years of age as I ruffled
through the pages of a Consumers Distributing magazine only to stop at the Sony Walkman
section. Was it my deliberate choice to look at Walkman’s or was it fate? I much as I’ve tried, I
don’t recall at this point in my early life having previous knowledge of Walkman or any other
portable sound device. We grew up in a modest part of the city and our pride and joy was a



Marantz Receiver along with a pair of full range Harman/Kardon speakers. Well, maybe it wasn’t
our pride and joy, but it certainly was for me. I had the system connected to the main TV in my
parent’s bedroom where we had the Home Theater experience, mostly for watching rented VHS
movies and the occasional afternoon ALF. Back to the catalogue, the model that caught my eye:
the Sony WM-FX40 Walkman. I began to lust for this device, reading about the features and
specifications, but it was only a far away dream, an infatuation or a platonic love if you will. The
price of the Walkman was a complete mystery, as money didn’t have much meaning to me yet,
except for the fact that I knew I couldn’t afford it. But something about the design of this object
was so harmonious and modern and attractive that it planted a seed, a Trojan horse of kinds
somewhere deep in the back of my mind that would pose a serious threat to my free will. Without
ever having owned or listened to a personal stereo, somehow, suddenly all I wanted was to own
one. But not just anyone…that one!With the benefit of hindsight and attempting to sound
knowledgeable about the ordeal, I could go on to say that there were acoustic characteristics
and other specifications uniquely special to this Walkman, but I’d be lying. After all, I was only
looking at a picture in a magazine; how could I really know what it would sound like? Did it
matter? No. I’d imagine holding the Walkman and pressing the buttons to change radio stations
at night, without having to look at the dial as you otherwise normally would. The digital tuning
was revolutionary in my eyes, since before that all tuning was analog where you had to turn a dial
until a small indicator passed by the radio station number you were hoping to listen to. As fate
would have it, a year later we had a garage sale where I got rid of some old bikes and other stuff
to amass a whopping $120. Armed with this opulent sum, the very next day I asked my parents
to take me the biggest electronic store, for I was to purchase a Sony Walkman. After a brief
hesitation, my parents gave in to my focused and unequivocal request; after all it was my money
and I could spend it as my heart desired. When we arrived at the electronics shop, I felt like a kid
in a candy store. Walking passed dozens if not hundreds of personal stereos; I knew exactly
what I was looking for. After a fast initial pass-through I couldn’t find it. Trying to let loose some
steam, I decided to walk through the entire store, isle after isle of Hi-Fi sound systems and other
cool accessories. Everything was amazing and eye catching. This time money had a very clear
meaning: under $120 meant I could buy it, and over $120 meant I couldn’t. But I wasn’t willing to
spend my money on simply anything that I could afford; I wanted only the Sony Walkman. Going
back to the personal stereo section and carefully looking again, my heart sank when I was
convinced that the model I was looking for, the WM-FX40 was not on the shelf. At this point a
curious floor salesman spotted me glancing at the Walkman’s. “Are you looking for anything in
particular?” he asked. “Yes” I replied enthusiastically, “the WM-FX40, do you have it?” He went
on to explain that this was last year’s model, but there was a new model this year, the WM-FX42.
He said it was better for a number of technical reasons, and quickly I began to accept the fact
that this would be the one I was about to take home. The price tag was $119.99 so I was eagerly
ready to pay for it, until, at the very last second they added tax at the register and I could no
longer afford it. Was this the end of my childhood audio dreams?Many people, including my



mother, had read publications that warned against using personal stereos at high volumes for
prolonged periods of time causing permanent ear damage, so she wasn’t particularly happy
about the idea of her 9-year-old son buying a personal stereo. Being little more than an infant, I
didn’t know up until this exact moment that prices were not exactly as advertised and that you
end up paying more after tax is added at the cashier. This was the perfect excuse that my mom
used to say that I didn’t need the personal stereo in the first place. “Find something else you can
afford that isn’t potentially bad for your ears,” she said. For the life of me, I can’t remember how I
ended up convincing her to lend me the tax dollar difference, with the promise that somehow I
would repay the favor. The sad part is that I don’t recall ever paying my mom back the borrowed
money, but what I do remember is that I walked out of the store that day with a brand spanking
new Sony Walkman! From this point there was no going back; without fully knowing what the
consequences, I had my foot in the door in the way of becoming a full-fledged audiophile.The
very instant that we arrived back home I felt like a completely different person with a grand
sense of accomplishment. I was over the moon, reading the instructions again and again, setting
the clock and then each of the ten radio station presets. I even tried playing back a few cassettes
that we had scattered around the house though none of them were particularly special to me, as
I’d never purchased music yet so they were all my parents’ preferred artists. Everything seemed
almost surreal; it was too good to be true…except that I didn’t have the WM-FX40. I went back to
the Consumers Distributing magazine to take a look at it once again and compare it to the one I
had bought. As happy as I was to be able to own the newer model, it was only a partial joy, as it
did not satiate my lust for the original Walkman. The neurosis or anxiety had already sunk deep,
and proven irrational as most all anxieties are. Was it my desire to have the best sounding
Walkman? No. Was my desire fueled by technical merits in sound reproduction? No. With the
wisdom of hindsight, I’d say it was more an obsession rather than an addiction; in my mind the
perfect Walkman was the first one I saw, and no other would ever take its place. However now I
had discovered a new opportunity that quickly turned into a problem, I would need to buy
cassettes of my favorite artists, and for that I needed even more money. Why is it that we
audiophiles always seem to struggle with monetary issues? But I digress; having the power of
listening to my preferred music and take it with me everywhere was worth every penny.A few
years later I remember taking weekends trips with my uncle to different electronics stores for
what could only be described as audiophile ear training 101. He would bring his test CD with
which we would test and compare the differences between sound systems. We were just a
couple of cool dudes listening to Hi-Fi, one around 40 years old and the other around 10 years
old. We could easily spend 3 or 4 hours at each place, many times driving the salesmen crazy.
The most important lesson from this exercise was how different they all sounded; just by closing
my eyes I could truly appreciate the sound quality of each system struggling to make music.
Without any prejudice we’d pop in the same CD into different sound systems, one by one, not
guided by the price or appearance of the unit, just sound quality alone. It was exciting to discover
smaller inexpensive micro systems that could reproduce music with extreme high quality,



bringing out the smallest of nuances in the recording without added distortion or coloration. All of
these terms came easy after only a few trips, the more we could audition in a single day, the
easier it was to distinguish shortcomings in different areas such as clarity, power or finesse. We
must have done this 6 or 7 times with my uncle, maybe more, and I can say unequivocally it was
the absolute best schooling of Hi-Fi anyone could ever hope to experience. Hands on, or rather
ears on, is the only way to nurture and further develop listening sensitivity.Kenwood, Sony,
Panasonic, JVC, Sharp, Sanyo, Samsung, Pioneer, Technics, Fisher, Marantz and Harman/
Kardon were some of the most common brand names back in the day for Hi-Fi. Of course Bose
and Bang & Olufsen were also relatively well known; with Bose Acoustimass and cube system
being a novelty and Bang & Olufsen also a novelty, only very chic. Other high-end brand names
of the day were either too sophisticated for our small town or we simply didn’t know about them
though probably more the latter than the former. In a time before the Internet our sources of
information were mainly magazines and word of mouth. It would take many years before I would
stumble upon dedicated high-end brands and eventually have the pleasure of listening to them
and even upgrade their internal components.Sony began publishing the Sony Style magazine in
1993 and of course I would get my hands on every copy that I could. The format of the magazine
was truly ingenious, combining stylized pictures and small articles to tackle new tech (such as
MiniDisc), along with a detailed catalogue of every product in existence, from TVs and Hi-Fi
components to rechargeable batteries and earphones. Each product had a small picture and a
few bullet points describing the main features of the product, along with the MSRP
(Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price). Thanks to the 1998 Sony Style magazine edition I
ended up lusting over the D-465 Discman personal CD player, which I eagerly purchased
sometime later the same year. The Discman came with decent quality earphones though not
particularly extraordinary; thus began the hunt for my first “expensive” pair of headphones.
According to the catalogue, the MDR-65 was the finest of the open-air style headphones, but
when I found myself at the Sony retailer, the best I could afford was the MDR-35. It would take
me more than 10 years before I would eventually find again a new pair of MDR-65. I might have
purchased more than one, proving there’s nothing worse than a bad case of repressed
audiophile nostalgia.Back to the original storyline, after the Marantz receiver we bought a Sony
Hi-Fi system consisting of 4 separates: integrated amplifier, double cassette, 5 CD changer and
tuner. It was quite a decent sounding system, very Japanese but in a good way. The SS-AV33
speakers did the system justice and truly were a perfect match. A couple of years later we added
a MiniDisc player/recorder, which prompted the need for the ensuing MD Walkman. Though the
system was competent, it was far from being high-end. That being said the tone controls for bass
and treble allowed me to further train and refine my listening abilities. While playing a known
piece of music, I’d turn the treble knob ever so slightly to the right, and convince my brain that
now it was sounding more bright, though I couldn’t initially tell the difference. I’d do the same with
the bass tone control, turning the knob in one direction or the other for hours, days and maybe
even years. Eventually, though exactly when is a mystery, I could distinctly hear even the



slightest of changes in tone, either up or down. You could say this was the advanced training for
how to achieve a high level of acoustic acuity.Armed with a highly trained ear and eager to learn,
at this point I began reading everything I could with regard to sound, Hi-Fi, digital signal
processing and more. One of the books that I happened to stumble upon was an old little booklet
for making speakers at home, possibly from the 50s or 60s. The pages of the book were almost
falling out, but despite the age the content was pure gold. It included designs for both ported and
sealed enclosures, tips and tricks to make small cabinets sound larger along with mathematical
formulas to correctly tune the bass port at the desired frequency and time align for constructive
synchrony of sound pressure waves. After building my first pair of cardboard speakers, put
together with glue gun and repurposed small drivers from old portable radios bought as scrap
from the local flea market, I was thoroughly amazed at the detailed and crisp sound that could
be achieved. I would go back and forth between these seemingly ridiculous cardboard speakers
and the Sony SS-AV33 in complete disbelief. Of course the large Sony speakers had a wider
frequency response and could displace many more cubic feet of air, yet there was no denying
that the refined and detailed sound of the cardboard speakers was superb. After the highly
successful practice run came a more refined version of the original speakers, this time using
nice quality wood and newly purchased drivers, better internal cables and a set of decent
binding posts. The finished product was a step further in the right direction. More and
increasingly complex speakers would follow; including ported and sealed enclosure designs with
crossovers ranging from first to third order, then corrective networks for impedance and free air
resonance adjustment.
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